GF SETS

*NOTE* RED STICKER MEANS THE CHAIN IS INCLUDED – ITEMS WITH NO RED STICKER ONLY INCLUDE EARRINGS AND PENDANT
GF SETS
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2PC SHOWN
PRICE IS FOR 1PC
GF SETS
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GF SETS
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*NOTE* RED STICKER MEANS THE CHAIN IS INCLUDED – ITEMS WITH NO RED STICKER ONLY INCLUDE EARRINGS AND PENDANT
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#456 D-16.00

#457 D-16.00

#458 $16.00

#459 $9.00

#460 $12.00

#461 $18.00
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**GF SETS**

*NOTE* **RED STICKER MEANS THE CHAIN IS INCLUDED** – **ITEMS WITH NO RED STICKER ONLY INCLUDE EARRINGS AND PENDANT**